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Meet Mina. She is only looking for love and any she can get, she will do anything to hold on to
it.What would you do? What lengths would you go? How much of your self worth would you sacrifice
to make the wrong relationship work? What would you settle for? When is enough enough?You be
the judge of just how much is enough stupid to go around.
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Mina is all but a continuation of Tish so I quickly saw how this character was born and the direction
in which she was going. The most troubling issue that surrounds these two ladies is the fact that
their lives are "for real", even in 2015. As a gender, we still haven't learned, that we are better than
the sum of the missing parts to the so called relationships we allow ourselves to get into and then try
to hold onto versus running as fast as we can. Our tolerance for ill treatment seems to increase and
overshadow our fear of being alone to the point we can't see that we are alone anyway as well as
miserable. As with Tish, even highly educated, independent, attractive females fall short in their
need to feel needed; when in reality we are the needy codependent ones. Based upon that need we

choose men, and then wonder how we end up in the messes we are in and can only feel blessed
that our self worth and self esteem are the only things that take a beating. In so many cases,
however, our bodies end up getting beaten as well and often times leads to the travesty of death. If I
could shout out one message to the ladies of the world, all ages, colors, sizes, religions,
geographical locations, educated, uneducated, rich or poor, it would surely be, "Don't be tolerated
when you deserve to be celebrated." The read ended leaving me hanging and wanting more without
realizing the story had actually ended. I smell a sequel but highly recommend this read and easily
rated it with five stars. Kept me captivated until the cruel end.

This book was the bomb.com! Talking about stupid...Mina is the epitome of stupid. This book has a
lot of real life situations and is very relatable. I would never put up with the things that Mina has but it
really makes you think and opens your eyes to a lot of foolishness that goes on behind closed
doors...All I can say is that there is definitely Enough Stupid to go Around!!!! Great jobðŸ˜•

KJ really needs somebody to go upside his head for treating others the way he does. This book has
a lot of real life situations and is very relatable. I was drawn in from beginning to end, the very last
chapter will leave you gasping! This author takes the reader wanting more and feeling empathy for
Mina. Great job Tisha.

Author Tisha has done it again! The story line was good from start to finish! I loved how the author
took the readers on a journey and made you want to go in the book to knock some sense into "MI".
The title of the book really explain the story line. That girl made me so angry, I had to keep
reminding myself, its just a story line. The book was so good I didn't even realized the story ended
and it left me wanting more. I can't wait for part 2 to come out!

This happens all the time , Tisha you brought something that many women taught was taboo to
even speak of straight up with no chaser, thank you for bringing it to the light so that someone
young lady who really wants to get out of a toxic and abusive relation can do so, now that's how you
do that there! This native Orlando native supports what you're doing. SmoochieZ

Tisha this book had me pissed tge whole time. This book is so real bcuz women put up with this
kind of abuse daily. KJ is a lowdown mf and Mina is to dang caught up in love â•¤ to see something
is severely wrong with KJ. You left me hanging at the end so I hope it'll be part 2. God Bless You

Love â•¤

I swear there isn't enough love in the world to put up with KJ's nonsense. I hope Mina really gets it
together and leaves his trifling tail! This story had my blood boiling but sad thing is there are really
women who go through situations like this. I hope it will be a part 2!

This book was a page Turner. Kj was a bit much I couldn't take and deal with a man like that. A lot
of females are going through this situation. Mina has low self esteem once she realize you can't
change a person her life will get better. Waiting for part 2
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